
12” LETTERPLATES
For 40–80mm Door Profiles

The all New COLOURED DOORMASTER® letterplate range is ideal for customers wanting a more modern
and contemporary looking letterplate. The COLOURED DOORMASTER® range consists of an enclosed, 
rounded flap set against a shallower frame, giving a less intrusive but sleek feel to the door or frame.

COLOURED DOORMASTER® still retains the best elements of the ever popular Framemaster® range 
including brushes to the outside, 180 degree flap opening and available in 300mm (12") sizes. 

It also conforms to the requirements of EN13724.
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ANTI SNAP FLAP ANTI VANDAL ANTI SCRATCH ANTI BURGLAR

Matt finished 
coloured 
frame helps 
to conceals 
scratches

Outward facing,
draft proof brushes
prevents vandals placing
unwanted items into the cavity

180Ê opening  
prevent the flap 
snapping off

Modern and 
contemporary 
design

Internal water seal 
prevents post from 
getting wet

Ultra–Flexible springs withstand
thousands of opening

Screw boss to 
guide screws in

Sleeve designed for 
40-80mm door thickneses
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Features Include:
Has a central sleeve meaning that it can fit in waste (mid) rails

Enclosed, round flap set against a shallower frame – gives a less intrusive 
but sleek feel to the door or frame

Modern and contemporary looking

Matt finished coloured frame to colour match with the flap and also conceal 
any scratches that may be caused by screwdrivers during installation

40-80mm sleeve thickness suitable for wooden and composite doors

Outward facing brushes create the Anti-Vandal feature as it prevents vandals 
from placing unwanted items into the cavity. Outward facing brushes also 
mean better draught proofing and makes it easier to post letters through

180 degree opening flap means the flap will not snap off when opened too far

Blind bolts to the exterior of the letterplate prevents the outer frame being 
unscrewed from the door externally

An internal water seal prevents water getting into the door or panel, 
and stops letters getting wet

Ultra-flexible springs can withstand the letterbox flap opening thousands 
of times without breaking

Conforms to many standards and testing requirements including BS EN13724

Measurements
40-80 Door Opening

Distance Between Screw Holes 280mm
Letterplate Length 257mm
Letterplate Height 75mm
Frame Material Plastic
Cavity Hole Size 258mm x 42mm
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COLOURED DOORMASTER Letterplate
Finishes 40-80 Door Opening Plastic 

Frame Colour
Flap Material 
Construction

Coating Guarantee

Gold Anodised DMS1248G Gold Aluminium 5 Years Inland
Silver Anodised DMS1248S Silver Aluminium 5 Years Inland


